Students’ Take Release Form Information

Please have each of your students and their parent or guardian complete and sign the Student/Parent Release Form (on next page) and keep these forms on file to provide to Thirteen upon request.

Please complete and sign the Group Release Form (on following page)--just one for the whole group--and send it to:

Sandy Goldberg
Senior Producer, Ed Online
Thirteen/WNET New York
450 West 33rd Street
New York, New York 10001-2605

You may fax the releases 212.560.8666, attention Sandy Goldberg, x2760, but please be sure to mail all originals.
Thirteen/WNET New York Students’ Take Project
Student Release Form

Date: ______________

Students’ Take is a project of Educational Broadcasting Corporation d/b/a Thirteen/WNET New York (“Thirteen”) designed to encourage students to use media and technology in connection with creative and insightful thought and expression. The Students’ Take section of Thirteen’s Web site publicizes the efforts and achievement of the student participants in the project.

For good and valuable consideration, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, I hereby agree that Thirteen may display on the internet, on a site with unrestricted access, any material, information or ideas that I create, write or otherwise produce or submit for Thirteen’s Students’ Take Project.

I understand that in accordance with Thirteen’s online privacy policy, Thirteen will not display my last name, address, phone number or other information which Thirteen believes could enable any visitor to the site to locate or contact me in any manner, without informing and obtaining written consent from my parent or guardian.

I release Thirteen, its underwriters, licensees and assigns from any claims I may have, or anyone on my behalf may have, arising out of the use of material I submit for the Student’s Take Project in accordance with the terms of this Release.

Student’s Name: ____________________________________________

Student’s Signature: ________________________________________

Student’s Address: __________________________________________

Student’s Phone Number: ____________________________________

Student’s Age: _____

ATTENTION PARENT OR GUARDIAN: PLEASE READ AND SIGN BELOW

I represent that I am a parent and/or guardian of the minor who signed this release and I have read the foregoing and consent to my child’s participation in the Students’ Take project, including the display of material created by and information about my child which may include biographical information and photographs or videos of my child. I agree further that we shall both be bound hereby.

Parent/Guardian’s Name: ____________________________________

Parent/Guardian’s Signature: _________________________________

Parent/Guardian’s Address: __________________________________

Phone Number: (Day) ______________________ (Evening) ____________
The following sets forth the agreement between Educational Broadcasting Corporation d/b/a Thirteen/WNET New York (“Thirteen”) and ________________ (the “Program”) concerning Program’s participation in Thirteen’s Students’ Take Project (the “Project”).

The Program and Thirteen are working together hereunder for the purpose of enriching the learning experience of the students enrolled in the Program. It is hoped that publication by Thirteen of the materials produced by the students will provide positive publicity for the Program and the accomplishments of the students.

The Program agrees to work with the students to produce web content related to a particular theme provided by Thirteen (the “Content”). In accordance with the Project Guidelines, Program shall review and submit the Content to Thirteen for publication by Thirteen on the Internet. The Content may include written, audio, visual and/or audiovisual material by and/or about students related to the theme.

As stated in the Guidelines, Program understands that Thirteen may edit the Content, including by deleting material that Thirteen believes, using its reasonable judgment, is inappropriate or contrary to Thirteen’s online standards or policies. Thirteen agrees to provide Program access to edited Content before publishing it on the Web site.

Program must obtain all rights, releases and/or permissions necessary for Thirteen to display the Content on the Internet, included all necessary student and parent permissions, and, upon request, provide copies to Thirteen of all documents evidencing the foregoing.

Program releases Thirteen, its underwriters, licensees and assigns from any claim arising out of publication of the Content on the Internet, and indemnifies Thirteen against any third party claims arising out of such publication or any breach by Entity of the terms of this Release.

Accepted and agreed

Entity ________________________________

By: ________________________________

(please print your name) (please sign your name)

Title: ______________________________

Date: ______________________________